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Standard Edition Section Inquiry # Question Reply

560 Second 6.1 We have a specific query on the guidelines laid down for 

design of tube support castings.  We would like to draw 

your attention to the recommendation made in respect of 

design temperature for tube sheets in the convection 

section (Section 6).  It is stipulated in clause 6.1.1 that the 

temperature allowance of 200 degrees F for radiant 

section, 100 degrees F for convection section shall be 

used.  Kindly clarify if these temperature allowances cater 

for end of run conditions in the fouled convection section. 

 Also, please  clarify if any more temperature allowance 

shall be kept over and above the values specified in the 

standard.

In responding to this inquiry, the Engineering Consultant 

is reminded that API Standard 560 is written to cover 

fired heaters used in General Refinery Service, wherein 

the bridgewall temperature is not likely to exceed 1600 

degrees F.  As such, the highest metallurgy of choice is 

cast 25 Cr/20 Ni, unless dirty fuels are being used.  The 

additional design temperature allowances of 100 degrees 

F and 200 degrees F are necessary in consideration of 

such factors as:  EOR conditions; some fouling of radiant 

and convection coils (which results in less cooling effects 

on the tube supports); calculation safety margins; etc.  

No further temperature allowances are presumed to be 

necessary, but the Equipment Designer must make that 

decision.  The Equipment Director must also include for 

some corrosion allowance and a casting factor when 

designing the tube support itself. 

560 Second 13.2 We are dealing with an interpretation of a paragraph of 

API 560, 2nd Edition that we would like to clarify with 

you.  The paragraph involved is relevant to the 

acceptance criteria of welds per ASME/ANSI B.31.3  It is 

specified that the criteria is Table 341.2A for normal fluid 

service.  No bullet at the beginning of the paragraph is 

indicated.  We understand that all furnaces have to meet 

this requirement irrespective of pressure, temperature, 

corrosion, and material condition.   We also understand 

that to modify the requirement the Engineer/Owner 

should have to amend specifically this paragraph 

according to his experience.

Paragraph 13.2.2.5 requires Table 341.2A of ASME 

B31.3 to be used as the acceptance criteria for welds, if 

radiography has been specified as the inspection 

method.  Bullets are only used when the narrative text 

requires the specifier to make a choice - not the situation 

with this paragraph.  When the specifier has included the 

requirement for weld radiography, the issues of pressure, 

temperature, corrosion and material selection have 

already been considered. 
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560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 We notice the addition of (9Cr-1Mo-V) material for 

pipes/tubes in the latest edition. We understand that there 

is advantage in this material as far as allowable higher 

service temp. and permitted stresses are concerned.

Yes,  T91 or P91 will give a higher stress than for T9 or 

P9 at the same temperature. Please note that the Table 

4, page 10 of API STD 530, Limiting Design Metal 

Temperature for T91 or P91 is 1200 F (650 C). This is 

the upper limit on the reliability of the rupture strength 

data (see Appendix

A); however, these materials are commonly used for 

heater tubes higher

temperature in application where the internal pressure is 

so low that

rupture strength does not govern the design.

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 We have started specifying the use of this material in 

reactor heaters like visbreaker and delayed coker 

furnaces.

API STD 530 does not specify a specific material for a 

specific process service.  This is entirely up to user 

company's decision.

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 In one recent cases of delayed coker service, we specified 

the use of T91 for tubes in radiation and convection 

sections.

Same as for item (2).

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 The process Licensor has not accepted the use of P91 for 

DCU coil.

Same as for item (2).

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 Q Paper published by "NACE" (paper No. 609), specifics 

that P91 is susceptible to stress cracking when aqueous 

sulphide conditions are

present.

We (API STD 530 Task Force) do not have sufficient 

information to comment on  this "NACE" paper.

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 Paper also states that modified 9 Cr-1 Mo (P91) was 

developed primarily for nuclear industry though it also 

adds further that a coker designed with P91/T91 will have 

economic advantage attributable to longer run lengths of 

time of furnace operation.

We understand that both nuclear and process industries 

have used this material. However, we do not have 

sufficient information to comment on

above specific statement.

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 Paper also states that after PWHT of weld joints, 

hardness in some portion of heat affected zone will 

exceed 241 BHN.

We do not have sufficient information to comment on this 

statement.

560 Second Various 560-I-01/97 Paper concludes saying T91/P91 has higher crack growth 

rates and shows cracking even is absence of external 

stresses.

Again, we do not have sufficient information to comment 

on this specific statement.

560 Second Table 7 560-I-01-00 In using Table 7 for a design that is a vertical coil 

arrangement with a horizontal orientation of the outlet 

nozzle, what is the direction to apply the Fx loading?

The loading should always be applied in the direction of 

the centerline axis of the tube itself, so in this specific 

example, of a vertical tube with a horizontal outlet, the 

loading would be applied in a horizontal direction.



560 Second 2.7.5 560-I-02/00 TLT-Babcock asks for an interpretation of whether drive-

train critical speeds refer to both lateral and torsional 

shaft critical speeds.

Yes, drive-train critical speeds refer to both lateral and 

torsional critical speeds. The intent of the paragraph is 

that the drive-train critical speed (which include the 

lateral critical speeds of the individual bodies, any 

coupled lateral critical speeds of the train and the train 

torsional critical speeds) are compatible with the 

operating speeds.

560 Second 9.2.5 560-I-04/00 In stating, "the minimum stack shell plate thickness shall 

be ¼ inch, including corrosion allowance", does this 

mean the thickness is required to be ¼ inch after 

corrosion occurs or that the minimum thickness shall be 

3/16 after the 1/16 inch corrosion occurs?

The standard is written to apply to new installations and 

should be interpreted to mean that the minimum stack 

shell plate thickness shall be 3/16 inches (4.4 

millimeters) after corrosion (in service) occurs.

560 Second 13 560-I-05/00 ASME B31.3 is specified in Std. 560 to be used as the 

acceptance criteria for welding defects, but para. 300.1.3.c 

of B31.3 specifically excludes coverage of components 

internal to the fired heater enclosure. Is Std. 560 correct 

in specifying the use of ASME B31.3?

While Std. 560 requires the use of Std. 530 and other 

pressure design codes for the design of fired heater 

internal components, it is fully intended that ASME B31.3 

be used as the NDE and inspection criteria for the 

fabrication of all pressure part (internal and external) 

components.

560 Second ASTM A 

988 & 

A989

560-I-06/00 Can hot isostatically pressed components, covered under 

ASTM A988 and A989, be used under API-560?

It is our interpretation that the question posed is relative 

to para. 4.4.1 and Table 6 of the Std. 560 document. 

Table 6 only includes those cast and forged materials 

that are routinely used in the construction of fired 

heaters, but para. 4.4.1 clearly permits the use of other 

materials and other alternative specifications, when 

approved by the Purchaser.

560 Second 5 560-I-07/00 The allowable force identified for a horizontal tube in 

Table 7 would appear to be a rather low value, based on 

pipe stress analysis results from our current software, 

and especially for 6 and 8 inch  pipe. Could API elaborate 

on the basis of the Table values versus our findings?

This Table was established in lieu of stating the heater 

nozzles could endure zero forces and moments. It is to 

be noted however that those values have all been 

increased to higher allowable limits in the Third Edition 

(May 2001) of API Std. 560.

The values established by API 560, 2nd edition for 

allowable loadings were purposely set lower than true 

acceptable limits, in order to ensure the heater coils 

would not be subjected to damaging forces and moments 

if left undocumented. 



560 Second 6.2.2 560-I-08/00 Is the tube support maximum allowable stress value (at 

design temperature) to be chosen by the designer from 

amongst the listed choices or is the allowable value to be 

the minimum within those choices?

Para. 6.2.2 is written to describe the basis of the stress 

curves presented in Appendix D of the standard. It is 

intended that the lowest value among the listed choices 

be selected as the maximum allowable stress value by 

the designer, however, the designer and Purchaser is 

always permitted an option to choose differently and to 

deviate from the presented stress curves in Appendix D.

560 Second 3.1.7 560-I-01/01 Does the API requirement imply that all the radiant tubes 

should be of the same material as the shield tubes, or

The API requirement as written is intended to ensure that 

the shield service tubes are at least as robust as the 

radiant section tubes, the presumption being that if the 

two sections are in the same service, the shield section 

has the same outlet fluid temperature as is the inlet fluid 

temperature to the radiant section. Additionally, the 

maximum local peak flux to the bottom row of shield 

tubes is equal to or higher than to any of the radiant 

tubes. As such, the tube metal temperature on the 

bottom row of shield tubes is equal to or greater than at 

least the inlet tube of the radiant section, which therefore 

requires those same service tubes to be of the same 

metallurgy as a minimum.

Any external cross-over piping connecting the two 

sections could even be of a lower metallurgy because the 

metal temperature is a direct result of the actual fluid 

temperature, but any internal cross-over piping would be 

required to be the same metallurgy as the shield and 

radiant tubes.

There definitely can be more than one metallurgy for 

tubes contained within the radiant section coil and is 

usually the result of calculated tube metal temperatures, 

in accordance with API Standard 530, but can be for 

other reasons also (e.g., for certain corrosive services). 



560 Second 3.1.7 560-I-01/01 Only the connected tubes in the radiant section shall be 

the same material as the shield section? Can some of the 

radiant tubes be of a different material?

The API requirement as written is intended to ensure that 

the shield service tubes are at least as robust as the 

radiant section tubes, the presumption being that if the 

two sections are in the same service, the shield section 

has the same outlet fluid temperature as is the inlet fluid 

temperature to the radiant section. Additionally, the 

maximum local peak flux to the bottom row of shield 

tubes is equal to or higher than to any of the radiant 

tubes. As such, the tube metal temperature on the 

bottom row of shield tubes is equal to or greater than at 

least the inlet tube of the radiant section, which therefore 

requires those same service tubes to be of the same 

metallurgy as a minimum.

Any external cross-over piping connecting the two 

sections could even be of a lower metallurgy because the 

metal temperature is a direct result of the actual fluid 

temperature, but any internal cross-over piping would be 

required to be the same metallurgy as the shield and 

radiant tubes.

There definitely can be more than one metallurgy for 

tubes contained within the radiant section coil and is 

usually the result of calculated tube metal temperatures, 

in accordance with API Standard 530, but can be for 

other reasons also (e.g., for certain corrosive services). 



560 Third Various 560-I-03/01 The clause states that “shield sections shall have at least 

three rows of bare tubes”. We have a few heaters that 

were designed before the existence of API Std 560, which 

have only two rows of bare tubes as the shield section. 

We are now in the process of revamping those heaters. Is 

it absolutely necessary to have three rows of bare tubes?

It would not always be necessary to have three rows of 

bare tubes, but the standard is written to minimize the 

risk of having higher heat fluxes and higher metal 

temperatures on a third row of tubes (with extended 

surface), than even the radiant section tubes proper. 

Since prior research has established that there can be 

significant radiation heat transfer effects to the third row 

of a shield tube section, the combined effects of radiation 

and convection heat transfer could result in tube metal 

temperatures higher than the radiant section tubes 

themselves. It is the responsibility of the Designer to 

determine and assess the effects this piece of design 

information can have with respect to heat flux, tube metal 

temperature with use of extended surface, inside film 

temperature, material selection, etc. on the third row of 

tubes. The standard is attempting to ensure a likely safe 

design from the less informed Designer, by requiring the 

first three rows of shield tubes to be all bare tubes as a 

minimum.  

560 Second 10.1.9 560-I-01-02 Clarify the use of the term “hydrous” as it applies to the 

requirement to supply burner tiles in a pre-fired condition 

as stated in para. 10.1.9. Specifically, if there is a burner 

tile component that does not contain water, is it required 

to be prefired also?

In recognition that heat curing of hyraulic setting 

castables can be a major time constraint during 

equipment start-up, the standard is written to require 

burner tiles to be properly heat cured in advance of 

installation in the heater. There was also a need to 

recognize chemically bonded materials that are presently 

being used for burner tiles, and these materials do not 

require a heat cure. The final editing of statements in the 

document may not clearly state the acceptance of 

“anhydrous” materials for burner tiles.



560 Second 10.1.6 560-I-02/02 Paragraph 10.1.6 requires that gas pilots be provided for 

all burners, but allows for a decision to be made by the 

Purchaser. In the Purchaser’s checklist (Appendix B), the 

words have been transposed to require a yes or no 

decision on “pilots for gas burners”. Which is the correct 

requirement?

Paragraph 10.1.6 of the standard requires all burners to 

be provided with gas pilots, unless specified otherwise. 

As written, this requirement includes burners of all fuel 

types. The Checklist wording should have requested a 

yes or no decision on “Gas Pilots for Burners”. Therefore, 

para. 10.1.6 is correct as written, but the checklist 

incorrectly states the question and will be corrected in the 

next edition.

An early version of a RP on burners was released by API 

as Publication 535 in 1995 and that publication is still 

available for purchase. While there is no actual existing 

recommended standard for fired heater burners, API is 

soon to publish a new and updated Recommended 

Practice on Burners (RP 535). The anticipated issue date 

is December 2003.

560 Second 10.1.6 560-I-02/02 A second question is whether there are any 

recommended standards for burners?

Paragraph 10.1.6 of the standard requires all burners to 

be provided with gas pilots, unless specified otherwise. 

As written, this requirement includes burners of all fuel 

types. The Checklist wording should have requested a 

yes or no decision on “Gas Pilots for Burners”. Therefore, 

para. 10.1.6 is correct as written, but the checklist 

incorrectly states the question and will be corrected in the 

next edition.

An early version of a RP on burners was released by API 

as Publication 535 in 1995 and that publication is still 

available for purchase. While there is no actual existing 

recommended standard for fired heater burners, API is 

soon to publish a new and updated Recommended 

Practice on Burners (RP 535). The anticipated issue date 

is December 2003.



560 Third Various 560-I-02/03 Is ASME B31.3 the acceptable reference for fabricating 

return bends from tubes or pipe, using a cold bending 

process? The materials involved are SA 106, Gr. B, SA 

213, Gr. T11 and SA 213, Gr. T91. What are the 

appropriate heat treatment requirements?

Although written to address fittings fabricated from 

carbon steel and low alloy pipe, the most appropriate 

reference specification to use for fittings bent from tubing 

is ASTM A234. That ASTM specification will also refer to 

the proper ANSI and MSS standards for dimensional 

requirements. Paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 of ASTM A234 will 

state the appropriate heat treatment requirements for the 

cold formed products, named in the question above.

560 Third Table 12 560-I-03/03 It seems there are some incorrect conversions (from 

English to Metric units) in Column A of Table 12, in 

Section 10? Please advise the correct dimensions to use 

as the minimum clear distance for roof tubes or refractory 

from burner(s), for vertical firing arrangements only. The 

error appears to be made for heat release values of 14, 16 

and 18 MM Btu/hr. All other converted dimensions would 

appear to be correct.

The document as published is in error, as you have 

stated. The correctly converted dimensions will appear in 

the next published edition of Standard 560. Presently, the 

printed dimensions in English units are correct and the 

metric conversions of those dimensions are in error. For 

heat releases of 14, 16 and 18 MM BTU/hr, the correct 

metric values should have been 9.9, 11.1 and 12.3 

meters. Thanks for pointing out this inadvertent error.

560 Third 2.3.11 560-I-04/03 Para. 2.3.11 states, “Radiant tubes shall be installed with 

a minimum spacing from refractory to tube centerline of 

1.5 nominal tube diameters, with a clearance of not less 

than 100 mm (4 inches) from the refractory.” Does the 

word “clearance” refer to the spacing between the tube 

O.D. and the face of refractory or is it the distance from 

the tube centerline to the face of refractory?

In recognition that the Standard allows for the minimum 

tube size to be 2 inches nominal diameter (2.375” OD), 

the word “clearance” is intended to mean the minimum 

distance from the tube centerline to the face of refractory 

should not be less than 100 mm (4 inches), otherwise 

that distance could be established as 76 mm (3 inches) 

for the 2” nominal diameter tube. Allowing this one-inch 

additional space also assures good flue gas recirculation 

to create a “well-stirred” radiant box model.



560 Fourth Equation 

H.13

560/ISO13705-2 In the API Wind Induced Vibration Design method H.4 the 

definition of corroded plate thickness tr relating to 

equation H.13 on page 257 indicates it is to be expressed 

in millimetres. This results in improbable magnitude for 

frequency fr. Comparison with the definition for Equation 

H.25 on page 261 in the equivalent ISO methodology 

would seem to suggest it should correctly be expressed 

in metres. Is this correct? 

The units of tr, under equation H.13 should be in meters 

instead of millimeters.  An errata will be issued.




















